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IDENTIFYING AND PLANNING FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS IN
LINCOLN CITY, OREGON

ABSTRACT:

Lincoln City, Oregon is an area of active environmental
To reduce conflict, a larger

processes and increasing development.

data base on environmental hazards was required.

Previous studies

in the area, remote sensing techniques and. field research were used
to accomplish this end.

Within Lincoln City, numerous environmental

hazards were identified together with the problems they have created.
Once these hazards were identified and their consequences known,

proper planning and building techniques should be used to guide
future community growth toward greater environmental compatibility.

Approximately fifty percent of Lincoln City was found to be capable
of supporting intensive development with few restrictions.

The

other fifty percent, however, calls for more restrictive building
requirements, determined by the conditions of the site, before
development should occur.

Meeting these requirements will assure

greater environmental compatibility.

Taking this approach to growth,

Lincoln City can both develop and be more in tune with its environKEY WORDS:

ments

Planning, Environmental Hazards

INTRODUCTION

In the past, the loss of life and destruction of property caused
by environmental hazards were frequently viewed as capricious acts of
nature.

The traditional human response to these disasters was to

rebuild and begin anew.

Where necessary, as in flood-prone areas,
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measures were often taken to prevent or alleviate the hazard

This

traditional response system has unfortunately been a failure.

Federal1

state, and local governments have invested well over nine billion
dollars in flood control projects since 1936.

Flood damages, however,

have been increasing each year and now approach two billion dollars

annually (Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, l97, p. 5).
This failure is not due to the measures, but because development has
been allowed in the hazard areas without proper consideration of the
problems.

A more logical approach de-emphasizes controlling the processes
of nature and calls instead for greater control over man's activities.
This approach essentially involves the planning of development in
hazard areas to alleviate the destruction that will result if man fails
to consider natural processes.

Under a planning approach, it may become necessary in some of
the most severe hazard areas to restrict development to a low-intensity
use, such as agriculture, or recreation.

In most hazardous areas,

proper design of structures and/or low-intensity development may be all
that is needed to meet the requirements of the natural processes and
prevent damage to property and loss of life,

Public health, safety, and the general welfare are governmental
responsibilities, and to effectively carry out these tasks, governmental bodies must plan for environmental hazards

The environmental

conditions of any planning area must serve as the basis for determining proper land use.
be ameliorated,

Once the hazards are identified, they can often

For example: low wet ground can be tiled; hillside

excavations can be limited in depth and density to avoid creating
landslides; and sewage systems can be installed where poor drainage
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would prevent use of septic tanks.

Some areas that would ordinarily

be classified as unsuitable can be used with appropriate engineering
and design (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries,
Bulletin 81, 1973, p. 163).

This research was conducted during an internship with Lincoln
City, Oregon's planning department.

Lincoln City is located 110

miles (176 KM) south of the mouth of the Co].umbia River and eighty-

eight miles (141 KM) southwest of Portland (See location map).

To

adequately plan for environmental hazards in Lincoln City, detailed
and accurate information is required.
step approach is used.

To accomplish this, a three-

The first step was to identify what hazards

exist in the Lincoln City planning area, and determine which hazards
warranted study in line with the scope of this research arid planning

requirements of Lincoln City.

This first step was accomplished

through discussion with Planning Director Carl Lindberg, and review
of such printed materials as Bulletin 81, Environmental Geology of
Lincoln County. Oregon by the Department of Geology and Mineral
Industries.

From these sources, it was determined that the following

six hazards needed consideration:

(1)

shorelines and storm surges;

Flood-prone areas;

foundation soils;

(5)

(3)

Landslides;

HIgh ground water table;

(6)

(2)
(4)

Transient

Weak

Areas of

potential stability problems if disturbed by man-made development.
The Land Conservation and Development Commission requires the consideration of the additional hazards of earthquakes and, fault zones.

However, it was found that no movement has occurred on the faults
In the planning area for at least the last half million years, therefore, these hazards were not Included In this research (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81, 1973, p. 124).

14.

The second step was to identify the location, extent and
severity of each hazard.

The methods employed will be discussed in

the following sections on each hazard.

Once identified, these

hazards were mapped on a scale of one inch equals 14OO feet.
The third and. final step was to make a number of recommendations

on planning for these hazards.

The aim of these recommendations was

to assure that all proposed development in any hazard area be
designed and engineered to meet the requirements of the site.

TRANSIENT SHORELINE AND SRN SURGE HAZARDS

Lincoln City's scenic ocean front has attracted intensive development.

Unfortunately, this same area is a zone of active natural

processes.

The entire beach front is an actively retrograding

shore-

line characterized by narrow beaches and backed by a marine terrace
composed of weakly consolidated sandstone marine sediments, and topped
by stabilized sand dunes.

The terrace varies in height from ten feet

(three meters) to 100 feet (thirty-one meters) with rates of retreat
varying from six inches (fifteen centimeters) to one foot (thirty centimeters) per year.

However, erosion of up to ten feet (three meters)

in a single year can occur (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral
Industries, Bulletin 81, 1973, p. 121, 127).

In areas where the sea cliff is high, over thirty feet, the primary
hazard results from the retreat of the cliff and la.ndsliding caused by
the active erosion at the base.

Rain and wind erosion of the upper

portions result in material slipping seaward at unpredictable rates and
in unexpected places.

In areas where the cliff is under thirty feet

high, the greatest problem results from storm surge flooding in addition
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to erosion of the sea cliff (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral
Industries, Bulletin 81, 1973, p. 127).

Since 1939, Lincoln City has suffered increasing levels of surge
damage, with substantial damage occurring in 1939, 1941, 1948, 1953,
1967, 1969, 1973, and 1976.

This increase in damage is not the result

of higher intensity or more numerous stoxns, but rather an increase

in the location of beach homes, motels, and other capital intense
structures in the hazardous zone (Shoreline Changes and Physiographic
Hazards on the Oregon Coast, Stembridge, 1975, p. 167).

The following

reported incident describes an example of the problem:

Seven units of the Sea Gypsy Condominium Motel were badly
damaged November 20, 1974, when a large wave at high tide
sent logs crashing through sliding doors on the first floor.
No injuries were reported. Manager 1ward Lessick declined
to place an estimate on the dollar value of the damage.
Lessick said the damage was caused by a single wave, which
hurled logs into seven of the first-floor units over the
beach and against the side of the building (Lincoln City
Newsguard, November 22, 1973).
Economic loss has also occurred as a result of the retreating sea
cliff, through the actual destruction of structures and the reduction
of frontage lots to unusable dimensions.

The obvious conclusion from

this evidence is that man's desires and nature's processes do not
coincide and human adaptions will be needed to turn around the increasing levels of destruction.

The initial methodology was to classify the sea cliff into three
severity levels based on a number of influencing physical factors.
The purpose of this approach was to allow a variety of controlling
techniques to be applied to the various levels of severity.

The

physical factors considered were the direction of slope back from the
cliff edge, dip of the bedrock, character of the cliff face, cliff
height, the intensity of development and hydrologic conditions.

Following a thorough field reconnaissance to verify the severity value
assessment, and a review of previous literature on the sea cliff at
Lincoln City, it was determined that this system was inadequate to
fully protect development within the hazard zone, and may be considered
arbitrary and difficult to apply.

It was decided that the only means

to fully protect property and achieve even application of controls
was to classify the entire beach front as a severe erosion and sea
surge hazard area.

There was a number of factors which supported this decision.
C. F. Stewart Sharpe, in his book Landslides and Related Phenomena,
listed the causes of landslides under passive and active conditions.
The main passive conditions are:
Lithological - weak or unconsolidated rocks, especially clays.
Stratigraphic - permeable beds overlying impermeable beds.
Structural - dips of bedrock toward the slope.
Topographic - cliffs or steep slopes caused by basal erosion.
The main active conditions are:

- Removal of support by oversteepening wave action.
- Overloading through saturation by water.
- Reduction of friction through water entering the
ground in unusual volume as a result of heavy
precipitation.
- Softening of unconsolidated or weak rock mass by
percolation of water.
- Human agencies such as surfacing causing the
addition of water.
All of these passive and active conditions are present and play an
important part in the erosion and landsliding hazards of the sea
cliff in Lincoln City.

Anthony Young, in his geomorphic text Slopes,

emphasizes that the most frequent immediate cause of landsliding is
the occurrence of exceptionally heavy rainfall, especially following
a prolonged wet period when the water table has reached a relatively
high level.

This situation frequently occurs in Lincoln City during
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the winter.

and
In a Ph.D. dissertation entitled Shoreline Changes

ThysiograDhic Hazards on the Oregon Coast by James Edward Stembridge,
of
Jr., it was concluded that Oregon's most massive concentration

landslide and storm surge threat was in the Lincoln City area.
Further evidence of the severity of the problem comes from
by the DepartBulletin 81, Environmental Geology of Lincoln County,
that
ment of Geology and Mineral Industries, where it is stated

the seaward margins of the marine terraces are undergoing
critical erosion as storm waves seasonally undercut the
soft sediment and initiate a variety of landslides. Thus,
much of the terrace margin is unsuitable for development
unless proper precautions are taken.
critical erosion
This bufletin classifies the Lincoln City coast as a

of marine terraces and sediments zone.
Active springs and seeps at the base and on the face of the cliff
erosion by reducitself occur along much of the beach front and add to

ing cohesion and through active seepage erosion.

Thus, the great

landpreponderance of evidence indicates that a truly severe level of

slide, erosion and sea surge flooding exists in Lincoln City.

Conclusions and Recommendations

the
The basic conclusion as stated previously was to classify
entire beach front as a critical erosion and. sea surge zone, with
equal application of control measures.

This conclusion was referred

University, an
to Dr. Paul Komar, Oceanographer at Oregon State
Schlicker
expert on beach processes and. erosion, and to Herbert A.
of the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries,

Both

individuals concurred that this was the only responsible conclusion
possible.

E;1

There are two basic techniques for dealing with this hazard
problem.

The first is to protect the beach cliff and surge areas

with sea walls or rip rap.

However, it is the opinion of this re-

searcher that these protective measures create as many problems as
they solve.

Protective structures are not very aesthetically pleasing,

in addition to providing questionable results,

Attempts to halt

erosion of coastal cliffs often aggravate the problem by reducing
the supply of sand. to the beach, as backshore erosion contributes

large quantities to the beach.

Thus, while even greater protective

works will be needed to preserve the sea cliff, they may result in
the complete disappearance of the beach.

This is particularly true

along rapidly retrograding shorelines isolated from littoral drifting,
as is the case with Lincoln City (Shoreline Changes and Physlographic Hazards on the Oregon Coast, Stembridge, 1975, p. 177).

In

addition, some seawalls actually increase erosion by directing wave
force downwards (Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, 1971,
p. 33).

Construction of erosion control structures in one location may
increase erosion elsewhere and only shift the burden of loss onto
other property owners,

Ultimately, these efforts will fail due to

the high energy and persistent nature of the Pacific Ocean, and may
actually foster more vulnerable construction by building a false sense
of security (Shoreline Changes and Physiographic Hazards on the Oregon
Coast, Stembridge, 1975, pp. 179-180).

Since it is apparent that man is limited in his abilities to
prevent the erosion, It follows that the solution rests with the
control of man's actions.

The versatility of this approach Is much

greater than trying to prevent the erosion.

The most extreme control

measure would be the complete ban on any construction in the zone,
but this approach is considered too extreme and unnecessary.

Stembridge

suggested four land use control measures:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4.)

The impact of a particular project on adjacent shore
sectors be evaluated before construction is approved.
Necessary construction in beach erosion areas be
placed on firmly embedded pilings.
Structures placed in hazardous locations be limited
to temporary or expendable styles.
Owners be required to remove debris after damage.

The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries has
suggested that minimum setbacks based on local annual rates of erosion
and the expected lifetime of the structure be used.

This would re-

quire an on-site study to determine the actual rate of erosion.
This technique was also suggested by Drs. IComar and Schlicker.

In

mapping this hazard the entire ocean front of Lincoln City was classified as a severe erosion hazard zone.

Areas prone to sea surges

and areas with hydrologic problems were also mapped (See appropriate
hazard map).

As a result of the study conducted by this researcher on the
ocean front of Lincoln City, the following recommendations are suggested
(1)

The classification of the entire sea front as a critical

erosion and sea surge hazard zone with its inland boundary established
200 feet inland from the top of the cliff.
(2)

Setbacks be established on a site by site basis and deter-

mined by local rates of erosion and the estimated life of the structure.
(3)

All development within this zone be first approved by an

engineering geologist or appropriate specialist as determined by the
conditions of each site.

(li)

That some form of hazard insurance, such as the National

Flood Insurance Program, be required to include the risks in the

land.

prices, and. to prevent public expenditure to protect and repair private
losses.

Such control measures should provide adequate protection for the
landowner and the public.

Although some potential profit may not be

realized, losses due to erosion and sea surges to new developments
will be reduced,

LANDSLIDE HAZARD

The next problem to be studied was landslide hazards.

The term

"landslide" is defined as "the downward and outward movement of slopeforming materials - natural rock, soils, artificial fills, or combinations of these materials" (Highway Research Board, 1958, p. 2).

For

purposes of this research, soil creep is considered a form of landsliding,

Soil creep is the slow downslope movement of the regolith

as a result of the net effect of movements of its individual particles
(Slopes, Young, 1971, p. L48),

Soil creep typically is nearly con-

tinuous at a rate of about one foot in 10 years ("Mechanism of Landslides," Terzaghi, 1950, p. 94),

Landslides will occur in masses of sloping rock or soil when
shearing stress exceeds shearing strength (Oregon Department of
Geology and. Mineral Industries, 1973, p. 78).

They can occur rapidly,

involving huge masses of material, and cause catastrophic destruction
to property and loss of life.

It is estimated that economic losses

from landslides in the United States runs into the hundreds of millions
of dollars yearly (Highway Research Board, 1958, p. 8).

In the case
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of soil creep, movement can occur at an imperceptible rate, but still
be an important factor in long-term slope stability and in time render
a structure totally useless (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral
Industries, Bulletin 81, 1973, p. 82).
Slope failures result from a number of natural factors.

Most

of these were listed in the previous section under Sharpe's passive
and active conditions, and apply equally to inland slope stability.

As stated before, these factors are obvious in their application to
the Lincoln City area.

In this case, the active agent causing over-

steepening is erosion by streams or human activity, in contrast to
marine erosion.

Although most of the problems from landeliding have

been connected with the eroding sea cliff, it becomes necessary to
determine the potential problems inland as development pressure in
these areas inevitably increases.

The presence of the slide-

susceptible Yanthill and. Nestucca formations, in addition to steep

terrain, high rainfall, weathering, and erosion, combine to produce
extensive slope failure throughout the Lincoln City area, and emphasize

the need for identifying this haza1 (Oregon Department of Geology
and Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81, 1973, p. 79).

Landslides in Lincoln City can be classified according to a number
of techniques, but for purposes of planning, it is necessary only
to identify the type of slope stability problems encountered.

To

accomplish this, three problem categories were identified and their
extent mapped on a one inch to

OO feet base map.

The first hazard category identified and mapped was landslide
topography as classified by the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries in their Environmental Geology of Lincoln County
Oregon.

This landslide topography was transferred directly from the
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Environmental Hazard Map of the Siletz River section of Lincoln County,
Oregon onto the base map.

This landslide topography consists prim-

arily of old landslides with little or no recent movement.

However,

these slides are readily prone to renewed mass movement and are unstable on slopes between ten percent and thirty-five percent, with
construction of buildings and roads often reactivating these old slides
(Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81,
1973, p. 79).

The second hazard category, steep slopes, has an existing potential for landslides

Landslides can occur on most any angle of

slope, but are most common on slopes of twenty-five percent and up.

To account for these high potential hazard areas, all slopes In excess
of twenty-five percent, as identified on the Environmental Hazard
Map of the Siletz River Section of Lincoln County, Oregon by the
Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, were transferred
to the base map.

Then by using a one inch equals 400 feet State of

Oregon Highway Department topographic map of the Salmon River-SIletz
River section, a more accurate assessment was made to identify slopes
generalized on the Department of Geology and Mineral Industries map.
The third and. final hazard category identified was active slide
areas.

These areas were located and mapped by using air photos and

verified by field checks.

These slides were generally limited in

size and primarily of the debris slide type.

Debris slides are land-

slides which occur on steep slopes composed of granular rock fragments
and soil, and tend to develop quickly during heavy rainfall (Oregon
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81, 1973, p. 79).
Most of these slides were located in areas where road cuts or other
human alterations of slopes have occurred.
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On slopes between ten percent and twenty-five percent, a hazard
exists from soil creep and. landsliding.

Most of these slopes are

located on the marine terrace and will be considered under the stability problems section.

Following the identification of these three problem categories,
field reconnaissance was conducted to verify the slope stability
hazard.

The criteria used to verify the hazard were:

irregular to

humxnocky topography, sag ponds, irregular drainage patterns, cracked

ground, headscarps, tilted trees, bent trees adjusting to slow creep,
stability of underlying bedrock, bare active slopes, surface humus
layer overhanging road cut, steep slopes, terraces, and depressions
(Highway Research Board, 1958, pp.

8-5O).

In all cases that were

checked, one or more of these factors was evident and warranted the
inclusion of the area into one of the three hazard categories (See
appropriate hazard map).

Due to terrain irregularities and the difficulties of identifying all small areas with steep slopes, even on a map scale of one
inch to 4-OO feet, some small areas were left out of the hazard zone.

These areas will be dealt with by requiring a statement of slope on
all preconstruction site plans.

A certain amount of generalization

was also required to include most steep slopes.

Therefore, some areas

with slope less than twenty-five percent were included in the hazard.
zone.

The close association of these areas to the nearby steep war-

rants their inclusion into the hazard zone.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Landslidirig and slope instability are major hazards in the Lincoln

City area due to steep slopes and the numerous contributing environmental factors

In Geologic Hazards Inventory of the Oregon Coastal

Zone by the State of Oregon Department of Mineral Industries, they
recommend the following for dealing with this hazard:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

In areas of active sliding, little or no development
should be allowed.
In areas being developed and threatened by soil creep and
landsliding, that the National Flood Insurance Act, as
amended in 1969, be enacted.
Require engineering studies for all large structures where
slope stability is a potential hazard.
Incorporation of the grading standards of the Uniform Building Code into zoning regulations.
Proper engineering of all excavations, fills, drainage changes
and vegetation removal programs to minimize their impact.
Eliucation of the individual developer.

Nearly all aspects of development on hillsides combine to increase
slope instability unless properly designed and engineered (Oregon
Department of Geology arid Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81, 1973, p.
135).

In the most severe hazard areas, proper engineering is econ-

omically prohibitive and thus encourages development in safer areas.

To assure proper design and engineering, regulations in ordinance
form should be enacted.

The following are recommendations which this

researcher feels should be considered in the formation of ordinances
to protect the landowners and the environment:
(i)

No development should be allowed in active slide areas.

(2)

Review of all developments within the hazard area by engin-

eering geologist or appropriate specialist.
(3)

Regulations requiring proper engineering practices on all

developments, excavations, fills or other terrain alterations in the
hazard area.
(4)

Application of National Flood Insurance Act, as amended

in 1969, to all development within the hazard zone.
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HIGH GROUND WATER TABLE HAZARDS

A high ground water table refers to a condition where the water
High

table is on or near the surface for at least part of the year.

water tables can cause numerous problems to land development and
construction.

Hydrostatic pressure can force empty fuel tanks out

of the ground, and warp or fracture basement wails and floors

It

can also buckle retaining walls, and cause excavations to cave in from
the weight of saturated soil.

In areas where septic tanks are used,

a high water table causes tanks to overflow and poflute local streams
(Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81,
1973, p. 94).

Often in high water table areas road cuts or similar

excavations into a slope will expose a normally subsurface water table.

This may result in seepage or spring erosion of the exposed bank with
both the developer and the public paying increased cost of construction and public services.

The connection between high water tables

and landslides has already been mentioned and further compounds the
problems.

Differential settlement of structures and problems with installation of underground facilities are also common in high water table
areas (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Miscell-

aneous Paper 17, l97, p. 26).

During periods of high precipitation

the water table often surfaces, flooding low lying areas.

These low

areas generally have disorganized, immature drainage networks and
are slow to drain.

Any fills or developments under these conditions

must be carefully designed so as not to block drainage ways even
though they carry water for only one or two months a year.

Blockage

will increase ponding, slow the rate of drainage, and cause greater
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flooding.

These varied problems point to the need for identifying

high water table areas and. the need for measures to protect the land-

owner and the public from improper development.

Several techniques were employed to identify these hazard areas.
As with other hazards, data provided by the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries was relied upon to identify the larger
areas with high water tables.

The data provided in Bulletin 81,

Environmental Geology of Lincoln County, was transferred from their
hazard map to a one inch equals L.00 feet base map.

Infrared imagery

provided by the Oregon National Guard was then used to locate the
smaller and more isolated hazard areas.

Infrared imagery senses heat

difference, with standing water or areas of near-surface water tables
showing as cold targets and appearing lighter on the black and white
imagery.

Areas identified from this imagery were then approximately

located on the base map.

The next step was field reconnaissance to

verify that the hazards existed, and to more accurately locate the
boundaries.

Some of the visual criteria used to verify the existence of the
hazard are as follows:

springs, natural swampy areas, the presence

of reeds, or marsh grass, high organic content in the soil, and black
to blue-gray soil mottling (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral
Industries, Miscellaneous Paper 17, l97L, p. 26).

The areas that

were thus identified as hazards were then placed on the hazard base
map (See appropriate hazard map).
Large areas in the Lincoln City planning region have been identified as flood hazards.

These areas commonly have high water tables;

and for purposes of simplifying the mapping process and to eliminate
duplication, flood hazards were not further Identified as high water
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table hazards.

Conclusions and Recouunendations

This research has found that Lincoln City was dealt an abundance
Both the local climate and geology combine

of environmental hazards.
to increase the problem.

Precipitation is very high and concentrated

in the four-month winter period.

The geology is such that much of

Lincoln City rests on stabilized dunes and a permeable marine terrace,
which overlies relatively impermeable tertiary siltstones.

In addition,

within the horizontal sandstone strata of the terrace, impermeable
hardpans and relic soil layers allow perched water tables to form
within the interdu.nal depressions creating poor drainage conditions.

Fresh water being less dense than sea water, it will remain above
sea level with the water table surface rising landward by hydraulic
gradient, so that topographic depressions often have near-surface
water tables (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries,
Bufletin 81, 1973, p. 94).

In some areas, such as in Cutler City, a chronic high water table
supports a marsh ecosystem.

Not only is this type of ecosystem a

vital part of our environment, but it is difficult and costly to build
upon.

The high organic content of marsh soil causes settling of

structures with costly measures to adjust to this settling frequently
required.

The problems of a high water table can be solved by either
avoiding them or by simple precautionary measures.

The following

is a summary of recommendations made by the Oregon Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries and this researcher:

(1)

All developments, public and. private, in the hazard areas

need to be properly engineered to deal with the problem.

This may

require a site study by an appropriate specialist to determine the
engineering requirements necessary, the proper use of excavations,

fills, pilings, and drainage can be designed to relieve the problem.
(2)

In some areas, construction may need to be restricted to

the dry season only.
(3)

Proper handling of runoff from developments to prevent alter-

ing infiltration rates and to assure that adjacent land Is not adversely
affected should be required.
(L4.)

All drainage ways, even though active for only short periods,

should be maintained and not blocked or filled

In areas of ponding

and chronic high water tables, development should be tightly controlled
and require strict engineering solutions to protect the developer
and the public, as these areas hold the greatest hazard potential.
(5)

In areas where the water table level fluctuates seasonally,

the highest water table elevation should be used in considering the
planning and engineering of structures.
Taking steps in line with these recommendations should provide
adequate protection for private and public development.

Planning for

such hazards as a high water table now can save paying for it later.

WEAK SOIL FOUNDATIONS

Since the majority of human activities involves the top five

to ten feet of the earth's surface, the problems posed by soil conditions are important to planning.

In engineering it is generally

accepted that any structure is built on a solid foundation.

Realistically,
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this is a poor assumption to make.

Soil being composed of variable

amounts of decaying organic material, rotting bedrock and void space
results in varying rates and volumes of compression under loading.
Some soils are strong and can hold. heavy loads.

However, some soils

are very compressible and yield under very light loads.

These weak

soils cause problems to development and should be considered. in plan-

ning (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Miscellaneous Paper 17, 1974, p. 30).

Improperly engineered developments on weak soils can result in
differential settling of structures, buckling floors and cracking
walls.

Since weak compressible soils are often associated with high

water tables, many of the problems or hazards are similar.

Soil with

high peat content, will in some cases, consolidate under a load to
less than fifty percent of its original volume (Oregon Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81, 1973, p.

914).

Settling

of this magnitude would be disastrous to most structures.
The identification and classification of this hazard was accom-

plished by the use of data provided in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service from OR-SOILS-i.

The Soil

Conservation Service provides a complete breakdown of each soil type
in Lincoln County.

Limitations for each soil type are given for a

variety of uses and rated under the three categories of slight, moderate, and severe.

The Lincoln County soils map produced by the Soil

Conservation Services was used in developing the soils type map for
Lincoln City.

The initial step was to determine which uses should. be considered

in determining the overall suitability for development.
considered were:

Those uses

dwellings with and without basements, small commercial
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buildings, and local roads and streets.
The next step was to group the soil types into three severity
categories according to their limitations for those uses considered
important for development.

The first category was for soils which

had use limitations which were slight or slight to moderate.

The

second category was soils that rated moderate In their limitations.
The third category was soils which rated moderate-severe to severe
In their limitations,

The final step in the process was to map these three use limit-

ation categories on the standard one Inch equals &400 feet base map
(See appropriate hazard map).

Field checking was considered un-

necessary due to the detailed work already done by the Soil Conservation Service.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The breakdown of this hazard into three levels of severity allows
for the application of variable restrictions.

The first category

has the lowest hazard level and should also have the least restrictions.

Large areas in north Lincoln City are in this category.

No

restrictions are recommended for this category other than evidence
in construction site plans indicating that the soils have been considered in the engineering design of the structure.

This may be a

mandatory requirement for large structures.
The second category does present some problems to urban uses,
but should not be heavily restricted.

This second moderate category

Is found predominantly in the Oceanlake area and south of the "D"
River.

A site Investigation by a qualified specialist, such as a

Soil Conservation Services field representative or soils engineer,
should be sufficient to provide for adequate engineering and design.
The third category, moderate-severe to severe, requires the
strongest restrictions.
this group.

Many areas throughout Lincoln City fall into

These soils are found primarily in steep slope areas,

in low marshy areas, or on some of the old stabilized dunes.

In these

areas, sub-surface investigations are recommended to assess the extent

of the hazard and the engineering design needed to minimize the problem
(Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81,
1973, p. 94).

The minimum that should be required would be site

studies by an appropriate specialist.

Whatever level of control is

finally adopted, it should at least guarantee proper engineering design
for categories two, arid particularly three.

Although weak soils do not have the widespread and dynamic impact that a flood has, it is still a hazard that warrants consideration.
This hazard is more difficult to conceptualize because it is often
slow and localized in its occurrence.

However, structures can, if

improperly designed, suffer damage and loss of value.

as

can be made just

Structures

useless through slow differential settling as

through flooding.

FLOOD HAZARD

Little needs to be said to reveal the human and economic losses
from flooding.

In 1972, of forty-eight presidentially declared

disasters, forty-six were for flooding.

Of all uninsured disaster

losses in the United States, 90 percent are due to flooding (Fact
Sheet, National Flood Insurance Program, Housing and Urban Development, p. 1).
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In the Lincoln City area, flooding occurs almost yearly with
varying amounts of damage.

Major floods have occurred. in the area

in each of the foflowing years:
1961+, 1965, and 1972.

1921, 1927, 1931, 1933, 1937, 1946,

With increasing development of the flood

plains, greater economic losses will result (Oregon Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81, 1973, p. 97).

A stream or river flood plain has natural attributes which
attract development.

Flood plains are accessible and flat, which

makes them relatively easy to develop.

Flood plains also offer an

aesthetically pleasing environment to the prospective buyer.

These

factors which favor development are far outweighed by the potentials
for economic and other losses if no prior consideration is given to
the hazards,

Factors other than flooding also run contrary to development
on flood plains.

High ground water tables are normally expected on

flood plains and present the same problems to development as elsewhere.

The high organic content of some flood plain soils presents

foundation problems to development.

Some of the best soils for farm-

ing occur on flood plains and should be preserved for farm use in
an age of growing food shortages.

However, ill-prepared development

has and will continue to occur on flood plains until some form of
planning is implemented.

A flood hazard map was not prepared for this research, because
the consulting firm CH2M-Hill is at present preparing just such a
map for the Lincoln City area,

This map is being compiled as a re-

quirement of the National Flood Insurance Program.

This program,

inaugurated in 1968, and amended in 1969 and 1973, is an attempt by
the federal government to provide low-cost insurance to property owners
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on flood plains.

The flood plain map, when finished by CH2M-Hill,

will be used in planning for flood hazards and implementing zoning
regulations,

Conclusions and Recommendations

Regardless of local and state feelings concerning land use
planning, the National Flood Insurance Program requires each community
to commit itself to flood plain management to qualify for insurance.
This program is the result of the recognition, on the federal level,

that the 19th century idea that land's only function Is to permit
its owner to make maximum profit is no longer the answer.

It recog-

nizes that land is a national resource that must be managed for the
long-range enhancement of society in general and not the short-range
profit of private interests.

The minimum flood plain management

standards for each community to qualify for the program are as follows
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Require building permits for a].]. new construction
and substantial improvements.
Review the permit to assure that sites are reasonably
free from flooding.
Proper anchoring of structures.
The use of construction materials and. methods that
will minimize flood damage.
Adequate drainage for new subdivisions.
New or replacement utility systems be located and
designed to preclude flood loss.

Once a community has entered the program, all new construction must
be elevated or flood-proofed (HUD News, 1975, p. 89).

Flood Insurance is now available to residents of Lincoln City
under this program, however, further steps may be necessary to truly
protect flood plain development.

To achieve greater protection, the

following recommendations are presented:
(1)

Development on highly flood-prone land be limited to less
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susceptible enterprises, such as water-oriented activities, camp
grounds, etc.

Subdivisions for permanent homes should be prohibited in

(2)

highly flood-prone areas.
(3)

All new structures should be flood-proofed.

(4)

Requirements for disclosure statements to prospective

buyers of property in flood-prone areas (Oregon Department of Geology
and Mineral Industries, Bulletin 81, p. 140, and Miscellaneous Paper
17, pp. 37-39).

The great potential for flooding in Lincoln City, together with
the feasibility of flood control structures, reinforces the need for
flood-plain zoning (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries,
Bulletin 81, 1973, p. 149).

The proper application of flood plain

management programs can substantially reduce future losses from floods,
while without it, only rising economic losses can be expected.

STABILITY PROBLEMS

Lincoln City is largely built upon a marine terrace, topped by
old stabilized sand dunes.

These deposits have developed soil

horizons of two to three feet and. normally support a thick vegetative
cover.

Removal of the soil and plant cover exposes the unconsolidated

sands to erosion and transportation by wind and water.

This reactivated

sand dune can be transported and deposited in areas where it creates
problems (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Bulletin
81, 1973, p. 71).

Along some sectiona of U.S. Highway 101, it is not uncommon to
see sand drifting along the highway.

This sand can end up in drainage
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systems and increase flooding.

It is expensive to remove the sand,

and the scars left by excavations into the terrace are unsightly.
The deterioration of a structure due to differential settlement of
the unconsolidated terrace deposits often results in abandonment with
another unused structure added to the community.

Excavations in the terrace can intercept the water table and
result in springs or seeps creating further erosion.

During periods

of heavy rainfall, the build-up of hydrostatic pressure can cause
failure of these excavations in the terrace deposits.

Improper site

grading will also create settlement and erosion problems (The
Community Builders Handbook, 1968, p. 4o).
The marine terrace is characterized by rolling topography with
slopes varying from one percent to fifty percent and above.

The areas

with slopes above twenty-five percent where a slope hazard exists
were identified under the landslide hazards.

However, in that section

it was stated that slopes of ten to twenty-five percent, where a mod-

erate hazard exists, would be dealt with under stability problems.
This was done because most of these moderate hazard slopes occur on
the marine terrace and can be handled by the same ordinances as the
other hazards on the terrace.

It would also have been beyond the

time constraints of this study to identify all slopes between ten
to twenty-five percent.

In identifying the area where these hazards exist, a three-step
approach was taken.

In the first step, the entire marine terrace,

as identified by the State of Oregon on their Geologic Nap of the

Siletz River Section of Lincoln County, was placed on a base map with
a scale of one inch equals 4OO feet.

In the second step, areas where

the vegetative cover has been removed and. active erosion is occurring,
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were located by using air photos provided by CH2N-Hill and placed
on the base map.

The third step was to field check these sites and

verify the erosion and location of the hazard (See appropriate hazard
map).

This approach identifies where the potential for problems exists

and. those areas where the problem is active.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This section presented several problems which could be encountered
by developers on the marine terrace.

These problems could all be

averted by a minimum application of proper building design and engineering.

The marine terrace is the least hazardous and most heavily

developed area of Lincoln City and to encourage development or redevelopment in this area, a minimum of control is recommended.

The

following recommendations, drawn in part from Miscellaneous Paper 17,
and Bulletin 81, published by the State Department of Geology and

Mineral Industries, are considered by this researcher the minimum
requirements that should be enactedi
(i)

For moderate to heavy structures, design should be based

on subsurface exploration and soil testing.
(2)

All fills and excavations in the marine terrace greater

than 500 cubic feet be allowed on a permit basis, with requirements
for revegetation and erosion prevention.
(3)

Those areas of active erosion should be revogetated and

posted for no trespassing to allow proper regrowth.
(4)

All developments should be designed so as to minimize topo-

graphic modifications, with no fills or excavation allowed up to the
adjacent owner's property line.
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Ordinances along the lines of these recommendations should provide
adequate protection for the public from poor development practices.
Development on the terrace should not be over-burdened by these
requirements, but encouraged as stronger requirements should be enforced in the more hazardous areas of Lincoln City.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has found that very little of Lincoln City is not
affected by some form of environmental hazard.

In the past, in-

difference toward these hazards has placed costs on the public land
and the private home owner.

Road cuts have failed, destroying streets,

foundations have buckled and walls cracked.

Floods and landslides

have destroyed homes and businesses, and poor construction practices
have left ugly scars on the landscape.

Some of the costs to the

community are direct, such as the repair and maintenance of roads
and streets which settle unevenly.
indirect.

Other costs to a community are

The eutrophication of Devils Lake reduces the attractive-

ness of the community environment to residents and tourist alike.

Each aspect (social, political and physical) of a community is part
of this environment and the degradation of any one aspect means a
loss to the overall quality of life.

In today's world, it is often

the environment of a community that determines its growth or stagnation.

Today's businesses include this community environment as a

factor in their decisions to expand or locate in a community.

A

community which shows no desire to plan for its hazards shows no con-

cern for its future and is often seen by others as a decaying
community.
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From just an economic standpoint, it makes sense to plan for
future needs and problems.

The economic cost for not adjusting to

hazards can run into the millions of dollars for a community in
direct costs of development lost to other cities.

From an individual

standpoint, it also makes sense to plan so as to maintain the livability of one's own community.

The research which this text represents was conducted from March
29 through June 10, 1976.

Much of the base data was acquired from

previous work accomplished by such government agencies as the Soil
Conservation Service, and the State of Oregon Department of Geology
and Mineral Industries.

Their information was used to support the

concepts presented and provide mapping data.

Air photos and field

reconnaissance were used to supplement and verify the hazards and
their boundaries.

However, even at a scale of one Inch equals LOO

feet, the boundaries are approximate and should be used as a general
guide.

As new data is provided in the future, the boundaries should

be altered to reflect greater accuracy.

In addition, some small

hazard areas were omitted and some non-hazard areas were included.

In most instances, these non-hazard areas are indirectly associated
The hazard areas

to one hazard or another and thus warrant inclusion.

left out should, as they are identified, be placed on the appropriate
hazard map.

The final step in planning for environmental hazards Is to
implement ordinances or laws to protect the community.

To achieve

this step, a number of recommendations was made on how to deal with
each hazard.

The various hazards identified often present similar

problems and can be ameliorated by similar methods.

Therefore, instead

of different ordinances for each hazard, a single ordinance covering
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them all is suggested.

This single ordinance should be flexible

enough to allow the requirements placed on the developer to vary with
the hazards present.

All land is not equal, and should not be treated

as though it were.

In an effort to accomplish implementation, a composite hazard
map on a scale of one inch equals 400 feet was constructed from the
other hazard maps (See appropriate hazard map).

This composite

hazard map identifies those areas in Lincoln City where any one type
of severe hazard exists and areas where two or more hazards combine
to produce a compound severe hazard.

Those areas identified as having

a severe or compound hazard problem will be targeted for strict
building requirement with the aim of encouraging development in other
less hazardous areas.

Planning for hazards in this manner, is not an attempt to prevent
people from doing what they want on their land.

It is rather an

attempt by the community to insure that development is carried out
in such a manner that it will not place economic or environmental
cost on the community as a whole.

There are large areas of Lincoln

City which could easily support development.

Planning should encourage

growth in these areas by applying less restrictive requirements in
comparison to the more hazardous areas of the city.

This would not

hinder development, but increase its quality and the quality of the
community environment as a whole.
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APPENDIX (Glossary)

1.

2.

3.

Li.

5.

6.

BASAL EROSION - Erosion at the base or bottom of a slope or
cliff by water, glaciers, waves, wind, or man.
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD - Normal processes of the natural
environment (erosion, flooding, landsliding, etc.) which
become hazards to man when he locates his development in
areas where these processes are active or occur regularly.
EUTROPHICATION - A process which results from an over-supply
of nutrients entering a body of water. The resulting
growth of plant and. animal life reduces the dissolved
oxygen levels. As the over-abundant plant and animal life
then dies off, it sinks to the bottom and slowly fills the
In the case of Devils Lake, the source of nutrients
lake.
includes the leaking septic tanks around the lake and other
homes suspected of allowing raw sewage to flow directly
into the lake.
FIElD RECONNAISSANCE - The actual visual inspection of a
site to verify or determine hazard boundaries or level
of severity.
FLOOD-PRONE AREAS - A land area adjoining a river, stream,
watercourse, ocean, bay, or lake which is likely to be
flooded.

HEADSCARP - The crescent-shaped upsiope boundary of a landslide.

7.

HIGH GROUND WATER TABLE - Near-surface ground water which
can present a problem to land development and engineering
construction.

8.

HYDRAULIC GRADIENT - The slope of a ground water table
surface. Generally this surface parallels the topography
rising under hills and lowering under valleys.

9.

IMPERMEABLE I-LARDPAN - A hardened soil layer caused by
cementation of soil particles with mineral or organic
matter. This layer is resistant to penetration by fluids.

10.

IMPERMEABLE TERTIARY SILTSTONES - Sedimentary rock formed
by the deposition of layers of silt between 12 and 60
The tight compaction of
million years before present.
these silt layers produces a resistance to penetration
by fluids.

11.

INFILTRATION - The downward entry of water into the soil.

12.

LANDSLIDE - The downward and. outward movement of slopeforming materials composed of natural rock, soils,
artificial fills or combinations of these materials.
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13.

LOW OBLIQUE AIR PHOWS - Photogras taken at a low
angle from the side of an aircraft so that the horizon
does not appear.

l4.

15.

MODERATE - A soil limitation rating given soils that have
This
properties moderately favorable for the rated use.
degree of limitation can be overcome or modified by special
planning, design, or maintenance.
PERCHED WATER TABLE - A water table stranded above the general
water table level by an intervening obstruction to the downward flow of water. Such obstructions in Lincoln City are
often iron hardpans or organic layers.

16.

REGOLITH - The unconsolidated mantle of weathered rock and
soil material on the earth's surface.

17.

REROGRADING - A shoreline which is being eroded and retreats
landward.

18.

19.

20.

SAG POND - A depres8ion formed as a result of differential
movement within a sliding mass of soil and rock which
frequently fills with water.

SEEPAGE EROSION - Ground water discharge at a free face or
open cut of a slope where seepage drag may be large
enough to dislodge individual particles of the slope
material, thus permitting their removal.
SEVERE - A soil limitation rating given soils that have
one or more properties unfavorable for the rated use.
This degree of limitation requires major soil reclamation,
special design, or intensive maintenance.

21.

SHEARING STRENGTH - The ability of soil and rock material
to resist shearing stress. When the stress exceeds the
strength, failure or landsliding occurs.

22.

SHEARING STRESS - The force or pressure acting downward
and outward. on soil and rock material.

23.

SLIGHT - A soil limitation rating given soils that have
properties favorable for the rated use. This degree of
limitation is minor and can be overcome easily. Good
performance and low maintenance can be expected.

24.

STABILITY PROBL1 - For this study, the term stability problem
means areas where removal of the vegetative cover exposes
the underlying materials to erosion, and increases the chance
of landsliding on steep slopes.

25.

STORN SURGE - Ocean front flooding caused by high tides and
high winds which pile water up against the coast.

26,

TRANSIENT SHORELINES - These are shorelines which are eroding
and. moving landward, or building up and moving seaward.
In
Lincoln City, the entire shoreline is eroding and being
displaced landward.

27.

WEAK FOUNDATION SOILS - Soils which settle unevenly under light
to moderate foundation loads.
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